
The same instant noodles? Frozen pizza? Or the snack bar around the corner?
Again? Just because you don't know what to cook for dinner?

Now that's come to an end!

Chef à la Card is the game that helps you spice things up. It does not matter if
you're alone or in a group, if you enjoy a shopping trip or rather stick to
leftovers. With Chef à la Card you'll never find yourself staring in empty pots
again.

With over 60 different ingredients and eleven methods of preparation you're
offered a nearly unlimited amount of possible combinations for new and
wonderful recipes. You are alone or it's just the two of you? Allow the chance
to work and decide together which recipe you want to try.

You are a group and you think you can face your friends in a fight for the best
dish? You want your creation to come out on top? Then be creative! Try to spice
up your dish and get bonus points by using rare and unusual ingredients. You've
won? Congratulations! Now you only need to shop for the ingredients and
nothing stands in your way to an amazing dinner.
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Chef à la Card is a game that helps you spice things up in your kitchen. It is a
game that sets its objective on having fun in the kitchen and overcoming
creative blockages.

With its simple rules you combine different ingredients to ever new
combinations of flavourful dishes. So it doesn't matter whether you are a
beginner or a accomplished cook, Chef à la Card will help you expand your
culinary horizon.

After a successful round you just need to get all the necessary ingredients and
you can heat up your stove. Whether you cook on the same day or on a later
date is of course entirely up to you.

Did we promise too much? Go ahead and find out. Have a great time with your
friends and family and enjoy your next dinner with Chef à la Card.

Bon Appétit!

Author: Malte Lenz
Illustrations: Malte Lenz
Design: Malte Lenz, Michael Mahr

Duration: 10-15 minutes
Players: 1 to 6 players
Weight: 330 gramms
MSRP: 11,90 EUR
Availability: for orders please visit our website www.barefoot-games.com

(german version only)

For press related inquiries please contact: Tim Jahn
tim@barefoot-games.comCh
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- 11 Recipe cards
- 87 Ingredient cards
- 12 Point cards
- 1 Rulebook
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